
KAUNAS COUNTY POLICE 

HEADQUARTERS

TO DEFEND. TO PRORECT. TO HELP.

112 Common-emergency
number



⚫ Exeeding specified speed (124 art.) 1237

⚫ Non-compliance with road signs, traffic violations and

road traffic offenses (124 art.) 445

⚫ Violation of road traffic rules, resulting in minor health

disruption or damage to property (127 art.) 172

⚫ Violation of vehicle driving rules (123 art.) 125

The main road traffic offenses which were 
done by international residents 



⚫ Failure to pay the fees of owner of a vehicle (148 art.)

84

⚫ Non-compliance with the requirement to stop the

vehicle or withdraw from the accident (130 art.) 78

⚫ Failure to use of seat belts, child restraint and weight –

adjusted seats, and motorcycle helmets (134 art.) 68

⚫ Pedestrian and other road users traffic offence (131

art.) 42



⚫ Driving vehicles when driver were drunk or intoxicated

with narcotic, psychotropic or others psychoactive

substances (126 art.) 35

⚫ Driving a vehicle (except mopeds and light

quadricycles) without the right to drive or to drive that

type of vehicle (128 art.) 31

⚫ Dangerous or hooligan driving (124 art.) 12

⚫ Failure to comply with requirements imposed on the

owner (manager) of the vehicle (133 (1) art.) 12



Lithuanian Road Rules

 Driving in Lithuania is on the right hand
side of the road.

 Dipped headlights must be used at all
times during daylight hours.

 Lithuanian law states that vehicles drivers
and passengers must belt up.

 The use of a mobile phone while driving is

prohibited, with the exception of a hands-
free system.

 Drivers are to carry at all times while

driving, a valid driver's license, vehicle

registration and mandatory technical

inspection certificates, insurance
documents.



 If the traffic lights at the intersection have

a metal plate with a green arrow

attached next to the red light, vehicles

may turn right when the red light is

on, provided that they give way and

not endanger vehicles in the traffic stream

they are joining and pedestrians crossing
the road.



Can I take small beer 
before driving car?

 motorcycle drivers, taxi drivers, four-wheeler

drivers, commercial vehicles, truck (over 3,5

ton) drivers and young drivers (experience less

then 2 years) have no right to use alcohol

while they are driving. It must be 0 promile of
alcohol in blood.

 Other drivers can have 0,4 promile of alcohol
in blood.



DID YOU 
KNOW? Intoxication...drugs, 
medical drugs... tiredness

 Alcohol has a very significant effect on the 

functions of the body which are vital to driving 

and being able to function. Alcohol is a 

depressant, which mainly affects the function 
of the brain.

 In all actuality alcohol weakens a variety of 

skills that are necessary to perform everyday 
tasks.

 One of the main effects of alcohol is severely 

impairing a person's ability to shift attention 
from one thing to another



 Pedestrians must cross the carriageway only at pedestrian

crossings (including underground or overhead crossings) and if

there are no pedestrian crossings they must cross the

carriageway at intersections along the line of pavements.

 Pedestrians must walk along the pavements or along

footpaths and along the roadside if there are no pavements or

footpaths keeping to the right-hand side of the road.

 Pedestrians who walk along the roadside during the hours of

darkness or when visibility is poor must carry a flashlight or wear

a bright- colored vest with reflecting stripes or have reflective

accessories fixed to the clothes in the place clearly visible to

other road users.

Pedestrians





Cyclists, Safe Riding Tips

 A bicycle driven on the road must

have white front and red rear lights

lighting or the cyclist must wear a
reflective vest.

 Before using your bicycle, make sure it is
ready to ride.

 inspect your bike to make sure all parts
are secure and working properly.



TAKE CARE OF 
YOUR EQUIPMENT



Considering by the analysis of Kaunas County Police Headquarters foreign

citizens committed administrative offenses, found that most are made as :

1. Alcoholic drinks drinking in public places or drunk person's appearance in public places

(ANK 484 str.). This article states that the persons responsible for alcohol and other spirits

produced using alcoholic drink in the streets, stadiums, squares, parks and all forms of

public transport, exhibitions, fairs and mass events, as well as for the drunk person's

appearance in public places.

2. Small violation of public policy (ANK 841 str.). Administrative responsibility of the persons

subject to the obscene words or gestures in public places, offensive adhesion and people of

other intentional actions aimed at violation of public order.

3. Disturbance of public peace (ANK 488 str.). persons punished for shouting, whistling,

loud singing or playing musical instruments, other sound devices and other noise action in

the streets, squares, parks, beaches, public transport and other public places, and in the

evening (from 18 hrs. to 22 hrs.) and night (from 22 pm. to 6 pm.) at the time - and the living

quarters, enterprises, institutions or organizations, when it disturbs people peace of mind.

4. Narcotic or psychotropic drugs without a doctor's appointment (ANK Art. 71). All kinds of

drugs are forbbiden in LT and there is administrative responsibility for the risk of narcotic

drugs or psychotropic substances without a doctor's appointment, or for the avoidance

tested for intoxication.



112 is Common-emergency number


